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NQT Induction Assessment Form
Assessment for the end of the First Assessment

NQT's Personal Details

Full Name: Miss Sarah Smith

Date of Birth: 12/09/1989

Teacher Reference Number: 1234567

National Insurance Number:

Date of award of QTS: 16/08/2014

Recommendation

The above named teacher's performance indicates that he/she is making satisfactory progress
against the Teachers' Standards within the induction period

Confirmation of Induction

I confirm that the NQT has received a personalised programme of support and monitoring
throughout the period specified below in line with the statutory guidance.

Start Date: 01/01/2016

End Date: 23/03/2016

Days Completed: 60

Days Absent: 2.5

The NQT worked Full Time throughout this assessment period

Institution Details Appropriate Body

Name: Campbell College

DCSF Number: /1420020

Head Teacher/Principal: Rebecca Rhodes

Tutor: Tim Turvey

Address: Belmont, Belfast, County Antrim BT4
2ND

Telephone: +44 (0)28 9076 3076

Name: Independent Schools TIP

Address: Chester House,

Fulham Green,

81-83 Fulham High Street,

London,

London

SW6 3JA

Telephone: 020 3586 3136
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School Statement of Progress and Compliance with the Statutory Process

OVERALL PROGRESS MADE WITH BOTH PARTS OF THE STANDARDS: Sarah is a strong
NQT and is making pleasing progress against both parts of the Standards. She is particularly
strong in Standards 3, 4 and 8.

The NQT has received a 10% reduced timetable which is protected: Yes

Discussions have taken place between the NQT and the Induction Tutor regarding the
NQT's developmental targets: Yes

Half termly (or half period) review meetings have taken place: Yes

A formal end of period assessment meeting has taken place: Yes

The NQT is familiar with the professional teaching standards: Yes

There have been (state number) formal observations of the NQT's teaching during this
period: 3

The NQT has observed (state number) of lessons: 2

There have been regular minuted meetings between the NQT and Induction Tutor/Mentor:
Yes

The NQT attended an IStip regional meeting during this assessment period: Yes

Any other support and monitoring: None
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Part One: Teaching

1. Set high expectations which inspire, motivate and challenge pupils
Sarah is making good progress towards this standard.

She has high expectations of her pupils and is keen for them to achieve to the best of their ability.
She works hard to ensure that the resources she produces keep them engaged and entertained
whilst still motivating them and challenging them to learn.

LO 27/2 her HOD commented:  ‘The quality of resources (PPT and revision pack), her calm and
encouraging manner, her rapport with the pupils and sense of humour, all combine to instill high
expectations and motivate a year 11 bottom set. They all clearly enjoy lessons. This is very
important, especially for the least confident. Very effective at circulating and supporting/challenging
during the lesson.'

Meeting 3/3:  We discussed the fact that the pupils across the classes Sarah is teaching are aware
she expects then to try their best: this has been seen in the 2 observations carried out this term,
but is also clear increasingly from her lesson planning. As she gets to know her pupils better, she
is more able to know exactly what she can expect of them; how far she can push them.

2. Promote good progress and outcomes by pupils
Sarah is making good progress towards this standard.

She makes a conscious effort during her teaching to encourage independent learning by not
feeding pupils answers directly and she is confident enough to allow them to temporarily 'fail' in
order to promote good learning. In Year 7 she  is encouraging the pupils to be self-critical of their
approach to their understanding of the topics studied. She has discussed at our regular meetings
(28/1, 4/2) that she is keen to give them the tools to build the necessary confidence which will
allow them to work on their own, and to think things through for themselves.

LO 2/2 (yr 7) - the lesson was clearly divided into pupil-centred time, where the children's
understanding and progress was regularly checked and they were gently encouraged to remain on
task; and mini plenaries to draw sections of learning together.

With the older pupils, Sarah is aware of the need to help them revise effectively and to be able to
diagnose those areas where they may need greater assistance/in-put.

LO 27/2, her HOD commented: ‘Sarah began a systematic revision programme of past papers,
focusing initially on the easier questions, then moving to the harder ones, while giving the pupils a
choice of questions they could answer. All will feel a sense of achievement by doing this and will
see progress. It is an excellent idea to have asked pupils to draw up their own strengths and
weaknesses lists and to allow them to choose which questions to tackle in which order. This
encourages strongly independent learning and a sense of responsibility.'

3. Demonstrate good subject and curriculum knowledge
Sarah has excellent subject knowledge and is beginning to get to grips with the school and exam
board syllabuses - she has not taught the OCR AS/A level specification before.

Although new to the school, Sarah spent time familiarising herself with the in-school curriculum
and came into the role having thoroughly prepared herself for her Yr7-9 teaching. Her HOD
commented: 'Sarah asked for information on what and how we taught the lower school and she
came into school during the holidays to look at department resources and schemes of work, in
order to plan ahead for the term.'

The GCSE syllabus (Sarah teaches Year 11) was familiar to Sarah from her teaching practice
placements, but she had not taught year 11 before. She chose to observe 2 year 11 lessons early
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this term (LOS BY, 6/1; 20/1) and has been working closely with JAB to keep a close check on
what she is covering, and how and when. She attended an exam board inset on 14/2.

JAB comments: 'Sarah has made use of lesson plans for the term, and has discussed with me the
topics we needed to cover, and how/how quickly these needed to be covered'.

LO 27/2 JAB commented: 'Sarah showed an assured subject and curriculum knowledge
throughout the lesson; the pupils obviously had confidence in her, and felt reassured by her
answers about how to ensure questions were answered, and how answers were graded.'

4. Plan and teach well structured lessons
Sarah spends a lot of time planning high quality lessons and is making excellent progress towards
this standard.

This standard has been a particular  focus for her this term and she has been looking at creating
smooth transitions between activities within lessons as well as thoughtful and appropriate use of
plenaries (mini plenaries; see year 7 LO on 2/2, mentioned in Std 2) for various activities (also
discussed in regular meetings: minutes 21/1, 4/2).

Following the LO on 30/1 (Yr 8) and Sarah's own self evaluation on this lesson she has been
reflecting on the need to develop her ideas for plenaries further and she has also been focusing
her more recent planning in order to incorporate sufficient time for pupils to reflect on what they
have been learning via these plenary sessions.

She has also been trying to incorporate original and more varied starter activities into lessons. She
found the session on starter and plenary activities during a whole staff meeting (3/3) highly
informative and has followed this up by continued discussions with colleagues (JAB/TR; noted in
meeting minutes).

LO 30/1 (yr 8) HOD commented: ‘Good use of interactive whiteboard for starter activity, which
linked well to main lesson objectives. A clear introduction of the lesson objectives were given,
promoting key words and ideas. Prep was set as an extension and worked well carrying on from
the context of the lesson. The lesson ended with a quick plenary utilising the 'show me boards'
which the pupils found enjoyable’

LO 27/2 JAB  ‘The lesson was clearly very well prepared. You began immediately with the learning
and revision objectives and moved then to a recap activity on the IWB. The quality of your PPT
was outstanding'.

5. Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils
This is a challenging standard for an NQT, new to the school, and in her first term to meet.
Nevertheless, Sarah is making pleasing progress in it,

Sarah has become  conscious that her preps can sometimes affect (a little adversely) the
confidence of some of her weaker set pupils by containing too much stretch and challenge
material. She has started to look at creating questions of differing demand to suit the individual
learner more effectively. She has successfully harnessed the idea of the traffic light system to
enable pupils (in years 7-9) to tackle the type of questions that most suit their ability; thus giving
the pupils an element of choice to consolidate topics they feel uncomfortable with, or to extend
their understanding. (NQT preparation for review meeting sheet; review meeting minutes 11/2)

LO 30/1 HOD commented: ‘Used the traffic light system to enable differentiation within the
questions set. Pupils were comfortable answering questions and Sarah  has a most  approachable
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manner and good movement through the classroom to enable pupils to ask questions easily. She
is accessible to the pupils.'

LO 27/2 JAB:  ‘Differentiation was obvious in this lesson – self-selection of easier or harder
questions and pupil choice as to which questions to work on from revision packs. This was
excellent. Awareness shown on planning form which pupils required particular support.’

Sarah is adaptable in her lesson planning and is responsive to the individual needs of pupils. She
will happily spend more time on a topic if necessary by registering the responses around her.

LO 30/1 HOD commented: ‘Sarah seemed to adapt quite well when the starter activity took a little
more explanation than she might have anticipated and she recognised that it needed a little longer
time spent on it – she used a variety of explanations that would have made the topic more
accessible to all pupils.'

Sarah has also spent time researching GCSE revision tips that will help her pupils and has
collaborated with the Learning Support Department to find out what they find works effectively (
meeting minutes 3/3).

Sarah has recently been offering afternoon revision sessions (Tuesday and Thursday- shared
sometimes with JAB) for pupils to drop in and ask specific questions or work quietly in a supported
environment.

6. Make accurate and productive use of assessment
Sarah targeted this standard during the spring term in her ADP and is making good progress,
especially given her lack of experience working with exam board mark schemes.

She has been working hard to help pupils improve their self-assessment strategies, in particular
those who are in exam groups. She is especially pleased with the progress shown by her year 11
group and she is trying hard to encourage independent learning and work-reviewing.  She is also
looking to build on the advice given following his discussion with her HOD about what works
effectively and best for this year group. (HOD NQT feedback sheet, 15/3)

LO 27/2 JAB commented:  ‘Lots of pupil assessment of question papers evident in folders. Sarah
wrote formative comments of the prep just taken in and this is very important. Excellent to see self
assessment of strengths and weaknesses in folders.'

With the lower school year groups, Sarah has been focussing on preps, and how to get the most
out of her pupils.

LO 30/1 HOD commented: ‘Sarah made clear references to what was expected from a good
quality prep and the more able pupils were good at taking ownership of their own learning and
were good at peer and self-assessing work. Some wrote valuable comments to help others
improve. This needs to be extended (and refocused) for the less able pupils.

7. Manage behaviour effectively to ensure a good and safe learning
environment
Sarah has good behaviour management and she is making great progress towards this standard.

Most importantly, Sarah has a good rapport with pupils both in lessons and around the school (in
the sometimes-unruly lunch queue for example; in the corridors - feedback from HOD/DH).

Following feedback from LO 27/2, Sarah has concentrated on developing even more effective
strategies for dealing with low level unwelcome behaviour - to pleasing effect. She has increased
her use of hands up/no hands and is being more consistent in applying her considerable behaviour
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management skill set (NQT reflections of lessons in past 3 weeks, discussed at progress review
meeting 25/3).

LO 30/1  HOD commented: ‘Year 8 group is better controlled/behaved than earlier in the year (with
another teacher)  – they are more aware of what is expected of them and what consequences are
in terms of punctuality, shouting out, forgotten books, etc., and Sarah has some good routines in
place,  hands-up only when asking a question, not to answer a question by shouting out)’.

LO 27/2 JAB said:  ‘You dealt immediately with Emma calling out at the start. You also dealt
immediately with George who had produced no prep. Your punishment was immediate and
appropriate’

8. Fulfil wider professional responsibilities
Sarah is a true professional and is making excellent progress towards this standard.

Sarah has participated fully in the wider life of the school and fulfils her co-curricular obligations
and responsibilities willingly. This term has seen her taking charge of the with the U15  netball
team and this includes taking them to fixtures.

She has begun to be involved in the  pastoral system as a Year 9 co-form tutor (the teacher she
replaced held this responsibility) and she has also helped organise the smooth running of the lower
school concert.

In her role as English teacher, she has contributed to departmental meetings, and has brought
resources to the department resource bank. She will help JAB with the Poetry Evening next term,
with a view to taking over the running of the Poetry Club next academic year.

She has been a pro-active participant in the IStip induction programme: keeping her evidence
tracker up to date and making appropriate use of her additional non contact time (weekly meeting
minutes). She has sought opportunities to observe experienced colleagues, and meet with key
members of staff to augment her own knowledge and pedagogy. She attended the IStip regional
meeting and found the behaviour management strategies discussed there most helpful (feedback
from regional meeting at regular meeting).
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Part Two: Personal and Professional Conduct

The NQT upholds public trust in the profession and maintains high standards
of ethics and behaviour, within and outside school:
Sarah is a committed professional who is keen to achieve the best from her pupils, both inside and
(increasingly) outside the classroom.  She will regularly go the extra mile to help pupils. She is
sensitive to the pupils' need and has forged appropriate relationships with all her year groups, from
Year 7 to L6.

Sarah  recently received an email from a pleased Year 11  parent, thanking her for helping her
daughter target specific areas of academic weakness.

The NQT has proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and
practices of the school in which they teach, and maintains high standards in
their own attendance and punctuality:
Sarah has a proper and professional regard for the aims and ethos of the school and is a clear
communicator for all the school is trying to achieve.

Her HOD states: 'She has also been an excellent colleague within the department - in meetings,
contributing resources and ideas, and also asking for help and feedback when she feels it has
been needed. Coming into a new school/department mid way through the year is always a
challenge, but Sarah has coped extremely well and her sunny nature and helpful attitude are
appreciated by all the department.'

Sarah has been an excellent representative for the school during netball matches and is a valued
member of the Year 9 tutor team (feedback from Head of Games; Head of Year) .

JCS thanked Sarah for her involvement with the Lower School Concert that went extremely
smoothly. (email 23/3).

The NQT has an understanding of, and always acts within, the statutory
frameworks which set out their professional duties and responsibilities:
Sarah is a regular attendee at every meeting, inset, whole school  event that she is required to
participate in.

She is a model professional and adheres to the school policies and statutory frameworks. She has
received training from HR, followed the comprehensive school Induction programme and
familiarised herself with the School handbooks.

Sarah functions excellently and efficiently within the Year 9 team as well as within the wider staff
community in the school, and has an acute awareness of relevant colleagues and their
responsibilities, particularly in addressing concerns relating to the pupils. Evidenced from talking to
other members of staff.

She communicates regularly with the Medical Staff and other colleagues to ensure that appropriate
medical and safety procedures and travel arrangements are made for the pupils (on fixtures),
which are in line with the School’s medical, travel and risk assessment policy. Evidence in
tutor/year group emails.
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Areas for Development

Areas For Development (professional development targets)
standard 5: Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils

Sarah is keen to adapt the existing Year 11 revision programme to cater for students’ individual
requirements as they prepare for GCSE exam in May. She will also keep consulting with the
learning support department about the best use of revision tips, and work with JAB on this.

She will continue to track the preps set for the lower school; evaluating their use and the impact
upon the children's learning

Standard 6: Make accurate and productive use of assessment

Sarah will look at strategies to get her Year 7 pupils to take ownership of their targets (set recently)
following formative comments made in assessment.

She will make use of past examination result data to better inform her marking of past papers at
GCSE.

She will need to devise revision sessions for her L6 by building up her knowledge of the AQA
specification/mark schemes, and asking for departmental in-put.
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NQTs Making Unsatisfactory Progress

NQTs Making Unsatisfactory Progress
n/a
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NQT's Comments

The NQT has discussed this report with the induction tutor and/or head teacher.

I am  pleased with the progress that I have made this term. My focus has been predominantly on
standards 2, 4, 5 and 6, although I am always mindful of them all. I have also felt that I have settled
in well to the school, and this has helped me make progress as I feel really comfortable here.

Target 2: Promote good progress and outcomes by pupils

It is a  focus of mine to encourage all my pupils to think independently and be able to work
independently. I have put in a lot of work with my year 7 group to hopefully ensure that by the time
they reach their GCSEs they will be well equipped to study independently and are able to judge
their own progress.

With my year 11s I have been aiming to develop their confidence and exam technique by targeting
the  easier questions of the exam papers, and then by giving them a choice on what they answer. I
have also encouraged them to ask me questions on a broad range of topics, so they can address
concerns as and when they arise.

Target 4: Plan and teach well structured lessons

The Lent term is a short but very busy term, so I wanted to ensure that my lessons were as jam
packed and effective as possible. One way of achieving this has been to plan each lesson in detail.
This has been really time consuming, but utterly worth it and it has paid dividends when I make
use of mini plenaries. I have also made a conscious effort to link prep set more closely to the
lesson itself.

Target 5: Adapt teaching to respond to the strengths and needs of all pupils

Now that my Y11s have started their revision programme in earnest, I realise that no one approach
fits all, so to speak, and therefore it is important to adapt the lesson to suit the needs of the
individual. I am happy, at points in the lesson,  to allow the students to target their self-identified
areas of weakness and fire questions on any topic at me. This means that I can help many
different pupils in one lesson on an array of topics.

Standard 6: Make accurate and productive use of assessment

I have felt that I needed to make better use of my comments in pupils work books. and so I have
made a real effort with my formative comments in pupil exercise books.

Next term I will obviously targeting all the standards however I will continue to especially focus on
target standard 5 and 6 seeing as I have  exam groups that need to prepare comprehensively. I
continue to feel completely supported at the school on all fronts. There are a great number of
talented and experienced teachers here that are very willing to offer me advice when asked.
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The NQT will be remaining at this school for the next assessment period.

Signatures

Head Teacher/Principal Date

DIGITALLY SIGNED 21/04/2016

Full Name: Signed by Appropriate Body on behalf of Rebecca Rhodes

NQT Date

DIGITALLY SIGNED 21/04/2016

Full Name: Miss Sarah Smith

Induction Tutor Date

DIGITALLY SIGNED 21/04/2016

Full Name: Signed by Appropriate Body on behalf of Tim Turvey


